
ADVANCED: 
1. All levels start (1) at the take pen. Do protection/ inspection of flock then exit via 

road to the bridge. 
2. Bridge. Advanced must drive.  Intermediate & started may fetch over the bridge. 

(the dog can swim).  Stabilize flock before exiting this arena. 
3. Exit arena.  Continue past grain silo.  ADVANCED and Intermediate  HAS A 

STOP before entering Circular drive. Started may enter without a stop.   
4. Circular drive.   Advanced and Intermediate have a stop at the stop sign. Started 

may continue on.   
5. Turn left onto “traffic road”.  There MAY be a car pass for advanced and 

Intermediate.   
6. Continue on through the original arena and enter “B” field. 
7. MARKED Graze at the 350’ marker.   All levels do graze and catch/hold a 

sheep. 
8. Advanced then also does “work at a distance” (leave dog in charge while going 

100’ away to shake hands (or say hello) to judge.  Advanced goes to handler’s 
post and sends dog to get sheep.  Put at least 5 and no more than 10 sheep into 
the B pen. Have judge verify number then let sheep rejoin flock.  

9. Take sheep to the 2nd drive panel for B course. STOP and drive for Advanced.  
Turn LEFT then go to the 1st drive panel for B course. STOP and drive for 
advanced.   

10. Return via gate to original arena and to road, take bridge and road back to pen  
11. Repen.  

 

 
 



INTERMEDIATE 
1.  All levels start (1) at the take pen. Do protection/ inspection of flock then exit via 

road to the bridge. 
2. Bridge. Intermediate may fetch over the bridge. (the dog can swim).  Stabilize 

flock before exiting this arena. 
3. Exit arena.  Continue past grain silo.  Intermediate HAS A STOP before entering 

Circular drive.  
4. Circular drive.   Intermediate have a stop at the stop sign.  
5. Turn left onto “traffic road”.  Continue on through the original arena and enter “B” 

field. 
6. MARKED Graze at the 350’ marker.   do graze and catch/hold a sheep. 
7. Advanced goes halfway (about 175’) to handler’s post and sends dog to get 

sheep.   
8. Take sheep to the 2nd drive panel for B course. Do drive thru panels.  Turn LEFT 

then go to the 1st drive panel for B course. This may be fetched. 
9. Return via gate to original arena and to road, take bridge (not scored) and road 

back to pen  
10. Repen.  

 

   
 

  



 
STARTED: (no obstacles are scored.  Emphasis is on conduct of the flock overall). 

1. All levels start (1) at the take pen. Do protection/ inspection of flock then exit via 
road to the bridge. 

2. Bridge. Fetch over the bridge. (the dog can swim).  Exit arena.  Continue past 
grain silo and enter circular drive.  Go around the circular drive and return to 
arena then via B gate to graze area.  

3. MARKED Graze at the 350’ marker.   All levels do graze and catch/hold a 
sheep. 

4. Gather from the graze, then return via gate to original arena and to road, take 
bridge and road back to pen  

5. Repen.  
 

 
 


